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ABSTRACT
Due to the distributed nature of Service-Oriented Architectures
(SOA), maintaining control in a SOA environment becomes more
difficult as services spread over different lines-of-business. The
concept of SOA governance has emerged as a way to implement
control mechanisms in a SOA. In this paper we identify a
lifecycle based approach for executing SOA governance. This
approach consists of defining a SOA strategy, aligning the
organization, managing the service portfolio, controlling the
service lifecycle, enforcing policies and managing service levels.
By incorporating a maturity model in this approach, it is possible
to minimize the required effort while still having sufficient
governance. From a series of interviews that have been carried out
we could conclude that most current SOA projects - although
relatively limited in their scope - raise governance issues that
need to be addressed to prevent future problems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management – lifecycle,
productivity, software configuration management, software
process.

General Terms
Management

Keywords
Service-oriented architecture, governance, lifecycle, policy,
service level, software quality, maturity,

1. INTRODUCTION
The field of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has received
much attention in the past years. SOA is a software architecture
that is designed around loosely coupled software components
called services, which can be orchestrated to improve business
agility [9]. As defined by W3C, services provide functionality at
the application and business levels of granularity using widely
applied standards [1]. Mitra [14] is one of the first to notice
governance issues in relation with SOA. He claimed that by
embracing SOA, governance needs to be taken more seriously
into account because of the distributed nature of services across
lines-of-business.
The goal of this paper is to provide an approach for solving
governance problems in an SOA. Our focus is on the role of IT
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and organizational management in maintaining control over a
SOA. We present a holistic, high-level approach in the form of a
SOA governance lifecycle and we set out the scope of SOA
governance.
SOA promises the ability to improve integration of information
systems and improve the alignment of business and IT through
loose coupling and design around services. As such SOA is in fact
a new architecture style in the broader enterprise architecture
field. Therefore our approach for SOA governance draws upon
general research on enterprise architecture governance (e.g., [22],
[27], [3]). However, the focus in our lifecycle approach will be on
the specific problem areas of service orientation such as increased
complexity due to distribution of business logic and the increased
number of artefacts in the IT landscape, service portfolio and
service levels management, etc.
This paper is organized as follows. First, the problems that SOA
governance should solve are analyzed (Section 2). Through this
problem analysis, the scope of SOA governance is defined. Next,
the approach we propose for the identified problem areas will be
described (Section 3). Although some of these areas may overlap,
they form distinguishable areas of expertise and are discussed
separately. Furthermore, an analysis of the SOA maturity levels is
also included (Section 4). The purpose of this part is to make
SOA governance scalable to different requirements. In Section 5
we discuss the practical implications for using an SOA
governance lifecycle and we indicate how this approach affects
the current practice. Finally, we draw a number of conclusions in
Section 7.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The advantages SOA offers by its distributed nature and loose
coupling also lead to its main challenges. It can be said that
software complexity is pushed from the software development
domain into the area of choosing the right services and
orchestrating and composing them. The idea of creating small
understandable blocks of logic requires a lot of coordination from
software developers in order to maintain the overview in a jungle
of services.
Below we summarize several commonly occurring problems in
SOA projects that have been previously documented in the
literature [1], [9], [16], [18] or have been reported during projects
we have surveyed. We have classified governance related issues
into the following general problem categories:
•

Compliance to standards or legislation, requiring audit
trails of IT systems. The loose coupling of SOA makes
it hard to audit the behavior of all the services that are
called by a user request.

•

Creating a budget is complicated since benefits and
costs of services are attributed to multiple
organizational units.

•

•

•

Consequences of changing a service are hard to predict
since a service has many consumers of which the
service developer has no knowledge.
Ensuring quality of service is hard. Design-time quality
is needed to let a service comply with standards and
policies. Run-time quality relates to all quality aspects
needed/measured after publication of a service, such as
service performance.
One of the features of a SOA is that it allows business
activities to be encapsulated in services. This requires a
change in attitude from people. They need to see their
job as a value-adding service offered to consumers,
instead of focusing on their own area of expertise.

Many of the above-mentioned issues can be seen in relation with
common IT control problems and can be attributed to the concept
of IT governance, whose main purpose is to ensure that “the
organization’s IT sustains and extends the organization’s
strategies and objective” [12]. Through frameworks such as
COBIT [11], IT governance has been implemented by rigid
procedures to manage resources and record decisions. IT
governance is usually performed by IT management and
supported by other IT staff. Nevertheless, in our opinion, SOA
governance is essentially different from IT governance in that it
also requires the involvement of business management and of
line-of-business employees. The intention of SOA is that services
represent business activities, so IT not only sustains but also
becomes a translation of what the business performs.
The problem we therefore want to solve is how to address
governance in the context of SOA. To our knowledge, there is no
dedicated method available which addresses the business-specific
demands of this architecture. Therefore, in the following section,
we propose such a method that improves the control that can be
executed on a SOA by a series of activities we call the SOA
governance lifecycle.

3. THE SOA GOVERNANCE LIFECYCLE
The problems discussed in the previous paragraph are based on
different areas of expertise, which are also differently placed in
the lifecycle of a SOA. The most noticeable topics in SOA
governance have been placed in a lifecycle to ensure a consistent
path from strategic considerations to delivery of the architecture.
The relation between these phases and the problems stated will be
discussed in the end of this section. The SOA governance
lifecycle model we are proposing is shown Figure 1.
Creating a SOA strategy is the task which triggers the whole
process. The lifecycle shows the order in which the phases should
be initiated. However, this order does not imply that a phase must
end before the next one can begin. For example, often the strategy
needs some updates during the rest of the lifecycle. Therefore, the
arrows in our model are an indication of some causality
relationship between the phases and should not be seen as a
chronological ordering. In the remainder of this section we will
address the role and corresponding approach of each of the phases
in the SOA governance lifecycle.
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Figure 1: phases in the SOA governance lifecycle

3.1 Define a SOA strategy
First, the strategic direction of SOA needs to be defined in order
to align the SOA with business requirements. A successful SOA
requires an ambitious long term, but also realistic, strategy.
During this phase, the business vision is translated into strategic
SOA goals. These long-term goals are also the basis for the
definition of the business case and the scope of the SOA program
in the current iteration of the lifecycle. Creating a business case
for the SOA program can be problematic, as the investment
needed for the first projects is often greater than the initial
benefits. The possible benefits from follow-up projects also need
to be considered in order to create a valid business case.
Another important issue in this early stage is to gain the support
of all the relevant stakeholders. Having different stakeholders
committed from the beginning decreases their resistance to
change and reduces the risk of program failure in a later stage.
Nevertheless, having too many stakeholders involved can also
have negative side-effects, such as a difficult and slow decision
making process. This drawback can be addressed by assigning
specific roles to stakeholders according to the RACI method [7].

3.2 Align organization to SOA
The next phase concerns the alignment of the strategic planning to
the organizational context. Creating clear SOA governance bodies
by assigning responsibilities and establishing project groups will
lead to a more structured approach in the next lifecycle phases.
An example of such a body is the so-called Centre of Excellence
(CoE), which is a team that collects expertise and drives programs
in the organization. A CoE can be of good use for SOA, as it can
become a helpdesk for both service developers and service users
[24]. The CoE defines best practices and helps to train people and
communicate the purpose of SOA. Since they receive feedback
from different types of users, the CoE is able to notice problems
directly, and is able to advice on corrective actions. It is possible
to give this body authority for making decisions, but often its role
is limited to finding problems and making recommendations.
The success of organizational alignment to SOA depends on the
current practice and culture in the organization. Some
organizations will prefer one centralized unit in control, while
others let individual business units in control of their own parts,
as long as they comply with the standards and policies that have
been set at corporate level. This decentralized approach can
improve flexibility, but also requires more coordination effort
[16].

In order to efficiently control the development of services, their
ownership must be assumed by business management.
Prerequisite hereof is the definition of structuring criteria for the
service portfolio. Often a set of services relates to the same
organizational domain and performs similar functions. By
choosing to group these services into service domains, their
management is greatly simplified since there are fewer artifacts to
govern. We distinguish four types of structuring criteria that can
be used to group and govern services. The first is a process
domain, where end-to-end processes are typically seen as distinct
service domains. The second type is the product domain, built
around similar products or services delivered by the organization.
The third option is to use geographical domains, useful when
each location of the organization has a high degree of
independence. Finally, functional domains can be used for
services that belong to a certain organizational function (e.g., a
specific department).

distributed nature of the service development process may lead to
“rogue services” [24] (i.e., unregistered services that cannot be
governed) entering the SOA. This may have as result the
development of similar services because of insufficient
knowledge of the functions provided by existing services or
services built by other developers.

3.3 Manage service portfolio

An important role in the control of the service lifecycle is played
by service registries. These are essentially catalogue tools that
manage the publication of services and define taxonomies of the
published services. Service consumers may use the registry to
find suitable services. While registry tools only store references,
repository tools actually hold data about services. Service
repository tools are also able to provide auditing functions to
check the changes made to a service [1]. The service itself and its
code is usually located on some application server, but
documentation, policies and metadata about versioning of the
service is contained in the repository. The functions of registries
and repositories in the service lifecycle are shown Figure 2.

Once the governance structure is in place, it is time to think about
the services that need to be developed. Portfolio management
ensures that a sound method is used consistently to decide which
services need to be developed and how the necessary investments
are prioritized.
Services to be developed can be identified in a bottom-up fashion,
meaning that the identification process is triggered by service
requests from users, after which an assessment is done to check
whether these requirements can be fulfilled. Alternatively, in a
top-down approach, the process starts with the overall goals of the
project. Through an abstraction process, the goals lead to changes
in processes, and these processes can be translated into process
steps, from which service candidates can be derived [24]. A topdown approach requires more coordination effort and may cause
resistance to change, but it leads to a more coherent solution. [9]
The need to incorporate legacy systems in SOA may become
another source of services. One the most important advantages of
the SOA paradigm is the fact that it allows for relatively easy
incorporation of legacy applications. Older software can be
encapsulated in services and subsequently integrated in a SOA by
means of newly created service interfaces. An approach for
developing a migration strategy of older software architectures to
SOA has been described in the Service Migration And Reuse
Technique (SMART) method by Lewis [14]. This method starts
with gathering information about the legacy system, its context
and the purpose it should serve in the SOA. Then the gap between
the current situation and the desired one is evaluated to form a
migration strategy.

The distance between service provider and service consumer also
increase the complexity of the change management process in
SOA. Thus all the consumers of a service need to be informed
when the implementation details of that service change. Before
changing a service, it is important to make an impact analysis, in
which the consequences and possible risks of the change are
estimated. Changes in the responses of a service may require
changes in other services that invoke the changed service. It is
therefore common to allow consumers some time before
switching, by temporarily offering multiple versions of a service
at the same time.

Service registries can be used by governance bodies to impose
validations or other checks to be performed before a service is
published. Registries can also support the rights management of
users by checking if they are authorized to use a certain service.

3.5 Incorporate policy enforcement
Policies are formalized business rules that pose constraints on the
way services are developed and used. Policy enforcement has
become a major issue in SOA to ensure desirable behavior and
consistency of services. A popular distinction is made in the
literature between design-time and run-time policies. Design-time
policies are directed to the developer, and concern, for example,
the use of security mechanisms or compliance to data standards.
Run-time policies involve the operational environment and often
concern requirements that have to be met by the service at runtime (e.g., performance requirements) [24].

3.4 Control service lifecycle
The control of a service’s lifecycle concerns the development and
delivery of individual services in a SOA. This relates to principles
used during the design, development and delivery of services.
This includes deciding on service granularity, change
management procedures for services and on registration of
available services in the SOA. Service lifecycle control aims at
consistency between services, which is expected to improve their
manageability.
Service lifecycle control raises some new specific issues that are
less of a problem in traditional application lifecycles. The

Figure 2: role of registries and repositories in service lifecycle
management

3.7 Reflection on problems
Policy enforcement can be done in different ways. One option is
to perform a check before the service is published. For some
policies however, it is also possible to automatically verify if a
service complies with them. Automated policy enforcement can
be performed at three locations [24]: the service itself, at a
gatekeeper that is built around a group of services or through the
use of a message transport layer.
Figure 3 shows how tools can support the enforcement process.
Repositories store all versions of policies, the active policy can be
then submitted to a registry tool (often the registry and the
repository are integrated). Infrastructure tooling (service busses or
other message brokers) controls the traffic and monitors the
service usage and exceptions. This information is passed on to
management tools which can generate reports to assist policy
owners in improving them.

In chapter 2, some common problems were discussed, based on
literature. We briefly reflect on these problems to see how they
relate to the phases in our SOA governance lifecycle method.
•

Compliance to standards or legislation, requiring audit
trails of IT systems. This issue is covered by policy
management, which allows services to be monitored on
compliance to business rules. The required standards
need to be considered during service development and
can be incorporated into the design guidelines for
services.

•

Creating a budget is done in the second phase of
organizational alignment. Here the strategy is translated
to the organizational context, where attention is given to
ownership and costs of services.

•

Dealing with consequences of service changes is part of
the service lifecycle. Our method addresses this
problem in two ways. First, service lifecycle control
deals with cataloguing services to make the
relationships visible. This allows for impact analysis of
changes to services. Second, this phase addresses the
importance of correct change management procedures.

•

Ensuring quality of service. Good quality of services
starts with their definition in the portfolio management
phase. But more important is the control of design
quality in the service lifecycle, where design principles
are created and used. Finally, the operational quality of
services is dealt with in the final phase of service level
management.

•

Changing the attitude of people is formalized in the
second phase of the lifecycle. Getting sufficient support
is an important part of creating a strategy. In the second
phase a Centre of Excellence is installed to promote
SOA in the organization.

3.6 Service level management
Guaranteeing a sufficient Quality of Service (QoS) becomes a
major issue in SOA. Since one request may assume the usage of a
several services, each of these services has to perform at the
desired level of quality. And even then, the risk of problems is
higher. When individual services are required to have an uptime
of 99% and 5 different services are required for one task, the
chance of a successful execution drops to 0.995, which is a just
over 95%. A similar problem emerges with response times, as
services have to wait for each other and one service can cause
delays in many systems.
In order to create transparency regarding the expectations, a
Service Level Agreement (SLA) should be specified for each
service. When a consumer uses a service, he agrees with the SLA
contract stating the guaranteed service levels, possible fees for
using the service and possibly, fines for not complying with the
terms of this contract [1].
Service level management also concerns the evaluation of
services and their SLA contract. The evaluation process should
put in balance the benefits a service delivers and the related costs.
Services might become obsolete after changes in business
requirements or because of the publication of similar and better
performing services. The results from the individual service
evaluations may serve as input for the service lifecycle
management process (see Section 3.4).

Figure 3: role of tooling in policy enforcement

4. MATURITY LEVELS FOR SOA
GOVERNANCE
The scope of the activities discussed so far in the SOA
governance lifecycle is very broad and an immediate adoption of
all of them is probably not realistic. Imposing excessive
governance procedures can degenerate in a source of unnecessary
bureaucracy, which is especially dangerous for SOA-immature
organizations. To prevent this, governance should be aligned with
the maturity of a SOA. To this purpose, we incorporate a SOA
maturity model in our governance approach.
One maturity model that has been designed specifically for SOA
is the Service Integration Maturity Model, which defines the
business view, methods, applications, architecture and
infrastructure for seven SOA maturity levels [2]. While this model
is useful for describing the architecture, it does not relate to
governance issues. A better solution, in terms of governance, is
the business-IT maturity alignment model by Scheper [18], which
has been designed for issues on the border between business and
IT.

The business-IT maturity model expresses the influence of
maturity on business-IT alignment by means of strategy & policy,
monitoring & control, organization & processes, people & culture
and IT. A consistent maturity level between all of these aspects
makes sure that one lagging aspect does not become a bottleneck
for improving the organization. The model has been adapted to
the SOA governance lifecycle as shown in the table 1. It allows an
organization to specify a focus for SOA governance on each of
the four maturity levels. This maturity level can be aligned with
current business-IT maturity, so that current procedures can be
reused for governing SOA. Thus, the lifecycle method allows for
increasing maturity by improving the SOA on consecutive cycles.
The proposed maturity model relates with the Capability Maturity
Model Integration (CMMI) [20]. CMMI proposes process areas in
order to implement improvements to a process. The maturity
levels described below can be thought of as implementations of
CMMI process areas. SOA governance can be related to several
process areas, such as Configuration Management or Project
Management and Control.

5. FIELD STUDY
We interviewed persons who have been involved in SOA projects
to investigate the current state of affairs with respect to SOA
governance. We have collected information from projects in the
government, manufacturing and banking sector as well as from an
SOA tool vendor. All participants are Dutch organizations (with
sizes varying from 500 to 25,000 employees worldwide). Some of
them are operating globally. The SOA projects varied from about
5 to 50 directly involved participants. The interviews were set up
to investigate the impact of the projects and to find out to what
extent phases, as proposed in our SOA governance lifecycle
method, are present in projects.
One important observation we made is that the organizational
impact of current SOA projects is rather limited and still in an
“experimental” phase. There were in The Netherlands some
initiatives to launch larger projects, but the fear of losing control
and of assuming high risks in such projects has considerably
slowed them down. The SOA projects we researched were started
either to solve systems integration issues, or to support Business
Process Management (BPM) initiatives. However, since the
services developed in these workflows were only related to a
small number of workflow steps confined to one business activity,
governance was not perceived as an issue. Since most projects
had a fairly limited scope and services were used in the same part
of the organization, in most cases the service consumer and

service provider knew each other. This situation proved to have a
major impact on governance requirements. For example, in such a
project setting, enforcing policies is not an immediate priority,
since policies can be simply agreed upon in a rather informal way.
Thus, the focus of SOA governance lies now mostly on the use of
service level agreements and change management. Service
changes can cause problems even in small systems, since the
developer often does not know how his colleagues have used the
service. Service level management is, in general lines, carried out
in the same way it was done for traditional applications, and
therefore it is not perceived as a problem area.
Although all the issues we have included in the SOA governance
lifecycle method have been recognised as being relevant, the
interviews have shown that there is no immediate necessity to
apply them on the current SOA projects. This is caused by the
current level of maturity and limited complexity of SOA projects.
This finding confirms our claim with respect to the necessity of
aligning SOA governance and SOA maturity. The projects we
have investigated were often at the first, or sometimes partially at
the second maturity level. However, our interviewees expected
that as projects will grow in size and complexity, the demands on
other aspects SOA governance will grow as well.

6. RELATED WORK
Below we discuss and relate our approach to several existing SOA
governance models that have been examined during our research.
It should be noted that several relevant aspects of these models
have been incorporated in our approach.
According to IBM’s model ([5], [4]) the SOA governance
lifecycle has four phases: plan, define, enable and measure. They
relate directly and support the four phases of the IBM service
lifecycle process: model, assemble, manage and deploy. Thus
IBM takes a very IT driven approach to SOA which is
complementary to our approach that sees SOA predominantly as a
business and organizational driver. Although the IBM model
addresses some business aspects of SOA, it mostly defined from
the point of view of developing good applications, instead of
delivering efficient business solutions. For example, it is
mentioned that organizations should “define ownership”,
nonetheless without providing any guidelines or approach for
doing this.
CBDI’s SOA governance framework [29] considers business and
organizational governance as distinct parts of SOA governance,
next to the IT-related components of SOA governance (i.e.,
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Table 1. SOA governance focus per business maturity level

portfolio, architectural, provisioning, usage and operational
governance). The several governance categories mentioned by the
CBDI model have a great similarity or overlap with the areas
mentioned in our approach. Nevertheless, we were not able to get
any information explaining why the model includes these
categories. the main difference between the CBDI model and the
model presented here is the distinction CBDI makes between
business and organizational issues and IT issues in SOA
governance, which may lead again to a divide between business
and IT by leaving the impression that business does not need to be
involved in the IT governance issues. Another difference is that
the CBDI model does not include a lifecycle or process model.
Furthermore,
it
does
not
define
corresponding
approaches/techniques or deliverables for the aforementioned
governance categories, which makes it difficult to use it in a
practical setting.
The SOA lifecycle model from MomentumSI [25] explores some
important concepts related to SOA governance but it is far from
providing methodological support for SOA governance processes.
Vazquez relates governance with eight domains (i.e., portfolio
management, planning, service development, consumer
development, integration configuration, reporting & analytics,
program promotion & marketing, platform, service, integration
production support). However, in Vazquez’ vision, SOA
governance is mostly about defining/enforcing policies for all the
aforementioned domains. Portfolio management, service
development and reporting are present in our framework as well,
but play a different role. We note in Vazquez’ model the
distinction between tactical and strategic governance. While these
two levels will not be an issue in smaller scale SOA projects,
large project organizations will have to deal with this distinction
as well.
Forrester has specified a list of major SOA governance areas [10]:
portfolio governance (responsible for managing application &
service portfolios), technology governance (incorporating the use
of standards, patterns and technologies), project governance
(where service implementation and policy specification is done);
service-level governance (including policy enforcement and
service-level management).
As it can be seen from this brief overview and from an
exploration of the field literature (e.g., [4], [5], [6], [10], [21],
[23], [29], [29], [28]) most authors agree on the role policies and
performance measurement plays in SOA governance, although the
approaches proposed to support them vary a lot. Besides,
variations can be also noted in the existing definitions of SOA
governance ranging from just accountability to broader definitions
that include many management processes as well.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed a methodological approach to
SOA governance. We have chosen for an incremental approach,
as we are of the opinion that using such an approach increases the
chance of delivering good SOA governance. SOA governance
measures should be connected to issues that play a role in the
current situation. The maturity framework we incorporated in our
model differentiates between problems on different SOA´s and
points out problem areas an organization is likely to encounter in
their current maturity level.

Our method is based on the assumption that SOA governance
should be a joint responsibility of the business and IT. SOA is
different from other IT architectures, in that it is able to provide
services related to individual process activities in the
organization. This requires organizational input about the
conditions that need to be managed in the context of those
processes. Strong communication links and sharing of expertise
are needed to make the benefit of better organization-IT
alignment real.
It is important to realize that SOA governance is a continuous
process. As one SOA project is completed and becomes
operational, its results should be incorporated in an improved
strategy, thus triggering a new iteration of our lifecycle model.
Most of the phases in the governance lifecycle are actually
continuous tasks. For example, service lifecycle management is
such a task, since at any time change requests may arrive that
need to be handled and governed. SOA governance is not a
process, but a matter of continuously aligning strategic goals, new
tactical opportunities and to use gained experience.
The amount of literature accounting on results and validation
studies in this area is very limited. Obviously, more research is
needed to further sharpen the focus of SOA governance and
model it in such a way that it has practical use. The method
presented here is a first step in this direction. Nevertheless, our
method still needs to be further validated during SOA projects.
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